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Brass transit scope with wooden tripod used by CCC Camp BR-91, in Pleasant Grove. This camp was involved with building of the Deer Creek Dam.

Great Basin Experimental Station, Manti-LaSal National Forest, circa 1936.

Leeds Camp F-24, Washington County, built 1934.

Buckhorn Wash Bridge, Emery County, built in 1936.

CCC workers wore ill-fitting WWI surplus uniforms. CCC cartoons and CCC boys demonstrate the size, circa 1934.

CCC Garrison Cap Made by Bressler Hat & Cap Co.

West Rim Trail - Angels Landing, Zion National Park, 1940.

10-meter hillshade, roads and lakes from AGRC of Utah, 2016.
CCC locations from Kenneth W. Baldridge, 1971, and eclegacy.org
Photos and Artifacts courtesy of Utah Division of State History.
Map does not display a complete list of camps or projects.